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in archaic Japanese mixed with Chinese, they embody
ancient poems and seek to make 'edifying history* out of
them, to support imperial claims, to connect the two
cults of emperor and of nature, and to make all this fit into
a framework of Chinese cosmogony. This work was com-
pleted in 712, but is the achievement of the era as a whole.
The Nihongi, completed a few years later, carries the
process farther; it begins in Chinese fashion: *Of old time,
before Heaven and Earth were separated, before the Yin
and the Yang parted*, attributing to Heaven (Chinese
T'ien) the conduct of affairs, and putting Chinese edicts
and speeches into the mouths of Japanese rulers.
In other words, the long history of the Japanese imperial
cult is now being rationalized, and the islands are playing
the assiduous pupil to China, which under the Sui and
Tf ang is a worthy teacher—if not of morals yet of luxurious
and elegant arts and learning.
Tenchi (662—71) established schools for the study of
Chinese classics, history, mathematics, and law—& quad-
rivium akin to that of mediaeval Europe. Their aim was, as
in China, to train officials, but in Japan only young nobles
were admitted. Kwammu, before he became emperor in
782, was rector of the University of Nara, and he and
other Confucians kept Buddhist studies out of the cur-
riculum. The university at the new capital Kyoto was
lodged in fine buildings near the palace, and a Confucian
shrine was its nucleus—while the annual celebrations in
honour of the sage were held in its spacious grounds.
The rise of the monastic houses and of the great feudal
families are main features of Japanese history for several
centuries, and both curtailed the power of the Throne, in
spite of the theories of eminent domain and of divine
sovereignty. The politico-religious nature of the State
may be regarded as the product of that complex of Shinto,
Buddhism and Confucianism, which is the real faith of
Japan. And in this it is Shinto which is the dominant
factor, To it the imported religions and ethics were made
to conform, and soon there emerges Ryobu-Shinto—or

